Abstract-The design of robotic orthoses focuses strongly on replicating kinematics of human limb. However, often sophisticated mechanisms which attempt at reproducing complex kinematics of human joints fails in adapting to geometrical variations of subjects sizes and eccentricities. One major that arrises from this mismatching is an occurrence of hyperstaticity induced by the uncontrolled interaction forces. In this paper, we take the point of view of statics to investigate the force transmission problem, which is required for a fine force control. The main result of this study focuses on designing fixations between the orthosis and the human limb that provide additional degrees of freedom. The method involves two steps. Firstly, a set of possible solutions with respect to the isostaticity criterion is derived. Then, among these possible solutions, a set of design rules considering physiological aspects of transmitting forces to human limbs is used to select a preferred configuration. As an example, the method is applied to an existing 4 active DOF arm orthosis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Whatever the particular use they may be designed for (boosting human force capabilities, helping a patient during a neurophysical rehabilitation, etc.), the major purpose of exoskeletons is to transmit forces to the connected human limb. Designing these physically connected devices faces a rather challenging set of constraints: adaptability to kinematics variations between human subjects is required; a large force capability is desirable over a large workspace; simultaneously transparency (i.e. capability of applying minimal forces in resistance to the subject's movements) is of high importance. Indeed, the device should not disturb the intentional motion of the subject during all the phases where assistance is not required [1] , which is of critical importance in a rehabilitation program where patients suffer from low motor capabilities [2] . These characteristics are often hard to conciliate within a single device. For several years, researchers have worked on the primary technical problems raised by these challenges: actuators, power transmission, embedded energy. The first results of these works are remarkable: new actuators [3] or embedded technologies [4] came out of the rich design activity in this domain (for an overview, see [5] ). Active powered exoskeletons are now available for rehabilitation [6] , for military applications [7] or even for assisting construction workers [8] . Designing the kinematics of an exoskeleton consists of trying to replicate the human limb kinematics. This brings a number of advantages: similarity of the workspaces, singularity jarrasse@isir.fr, morel@upmc.fr avoidance [9] , natural feeling of the connection with human subject. If the kinematics of the human limb and the orthosis are the same, there is a one-to-one mapping between the joint torques exerted by the robot and the joint torques applied to the human subject, whatever the joint configuration. This allows to avoid force transmission variability over the workspace that is observed when, for example, two separate external mechanisms are connected to the two segments of an arm, [10] .
A major drawback of the orthosis paradigm is that, in fact, human kinematics is impossible to replicate with a robot. Two problems occurs: morphology drastically varies from a subject to another and, for a given subject, the joints kinematics is very complex and can not be imitated by conventional robot joints [11] . In fact, it is impossible to find any consensual model of the human kinematics in the biomechanics literature. Human joint movements result from the complex geometry of bones interacting surfaces, with a relative bone motion produced through a complex set of mechanically distributed actuators. They are difficult to identify non invasively, since only the motion of the skin can be directly observed. For example, human arm structure is very hard to reproduce: different models exist for the group shoulder-scapula-clavicle, with at least 5 DOF [12] ; the elbow joint, often modeled by a simple pivot, is in fact close to an helical axis rotation joint; the localization and nature of the prono-supination joint vary from a model to another. All these unavoidable modeling uncertainties for the human limbs lead to approximate models and then to imperfect exoskeleton copies, which in turn generates kinematic compatibility problems. Indeed, when connecting two-by-two the links of two kinematically similar chains that are not perfectly identical, hyperstaticity occur which results, if rigid models are used, to the impossibility of moving and the apparition of non controllable (possibly infinite) internal forces. In practice, though, rigidity is not infinite and assembly mobility can be obtained thanks to deformations. When a robotic orthosis and a human limb are connected, most likely, these deformations occur at the interface between the two kinematic chains, thanks to the low stiffness of skin, tissues, and eventually additional compliance provided at the fixations level by using elastic straps or pneumatic systems [13] . Additionally, in some cases, unmodeled redundancy of the human limb structure helps reducing the hyperstaticity degree. Deformations induced at the interface level are thus reduced thanks to an internal motion of the patient, but this motion is uncontrolled and may be undesirable, e.g. in rehabilitation applications. For example, the majority of existing arm exoskeletons possesses a ball 2009 IEEE/ASME International Conference on Advanced Intelligent Mechatronics Suntec Convention and Exhibition Center Singapore, July [14] [15] [16] [17] 2009 joint shoulder, while the human glenohumeral joint center is not fixed. If hyperstaticity results from the fixation of the orthosis to the arm, most likely, the human subject will use the motion of the scapula to adapt the glenohumeral center position in such a way that interaction forces will be limited. In a rehabilitation system, this may be drastically inappropriate. In order to quantify forces which can occur from the discrepancy between robot and human kinematics, we presented in Fig. 1 the result of a simple simulation case, where physical and geometrical parameters where chosen to be of the same order of a real situation. Based on the work published in [14] to study a 1 DOF problem, we compute forces generated by constraints and deformations when connecting two 2 DOF chains with the same kinematic structures but with little error in the axis alignment and members length. Two fixations are considered. The deformations in the model are localized at the fixations level thanks to springs which stiffness was chosen from the estimation of the limb tissues stiffness in [14] . Figure  1 presents the simplified kinematic model and a force level graph for the cnemis fixation for angular variation at the hips β 1 and cnemis β 2 with a 2 cm positioning misalignment between the orthosis and leg axes. The maximal amount of force applied at the fixation is about 15N and thus cannot be neglected. To cope with this problem, several studies have been conducted in order to improve the orthoses structure and the interaction quality: robotic segments with adjustable length were developed, pneumatic systems were added to introduce elasticity in the robot fixations and adaptability to variant limb section [13] . Another way of thinking the design of orthosis, is to create serial structure not inspired by the human limbs. The recommended solution is to add degree of freedom (active or passive) inside the chain between the active joint matched to human ones [15] . These added DOF in the chain are mainly used to overcome the misalignment problems of rotations axis, and create self aligning structures. This drastically increases the structure complexity and the control problems. In [13] , a new design approach to create ergonomic orthotic devices is proposed. It consists of a set of rules that should be respected during the design. A 9 DOF ergonomic orthosis, adaptable to morphological variations and offering a large workspace is proposed.
However, this device is passive and the force transmission capability is not within the scope of the study. Adding passive DOF between the robot and the human limb, or increasing the adaptability of the robot geometry are parts of the solution but a careful consideration of the force transmission problem for active orthoses is missing in the literature to our knowledge. In this paper, we consider a generic problem of coupling an orthosis with a human limb by adding passive DOF at the interface between the structures. We provide design criteria allowing to solve the problem of morphology compatibility, misalignment errors but also force transmission by removing hyperstaticity. As a result, the design method can be associated with simple force control, where the number of independent forces to be controlled, distributed over the human limb, equals the number of orthosis actuator. The paper shows in Section II the general design approach. Then, in Section III, the general method is applied to ABLE, a 4 active DOF arm orthosis, comparing different possible solutions for isostatic coupling with a human arm.
II. GENERAL METHODOLOGY
The main question addressed in this paper can be defined as follows: given a proposed orthotic structure with the fixed geometric parameters, conceived to replicate a human limb kinematic model, how to connect it to the human limb while avoiding uncontrollable forces at the interface, even in the case of discrepancies between the model and the real arm kinematics? The answer takes the form of a set of passive frictionless mechanisms used to connect the robot and the subject's limb that allows to avoid hyperstaticity.
A. Removing hyperstaticity
We consider two different serial chains with multiple couplings as illustrated in Fig. 2 . One is representing an human limb H and the other the robot structure R. The human limb is supposed to be composed of n segments, each of them being connected to a robot link; nL i represents the number of DOF of the i th fixation between the two chains, while nR i represents the number of active DOF of the robotic mechanism (joint) between the (i − 1) th and i th fixation, where the fixation 0 is the rigid embedment between the two chain 1959 bases. In order to study the hyperstaticity of the system, we shall consider a fixed human limb with infinite rigidity, as illustrated on the right part of Figure 2 . Each of the n embedments provides 6 static unknowns, while each of the n robot active joints allows to control nR i variables. Therefore, if we avoid singular configurations, which will be supposed in the rest of the paper, the total number of free movements that should be added to provide isostaticity is:
In order to determine how to distribute the additional passive mobilities among the fixations, one further consider the problem in an iterative way, considering first the proximal fixation as illustrated in Figure 3 . More precisely, we consider the Fig. 3 . Robot serial chain study and iterative calculation closed loop chain constituted by the base 0, the first robot joint and the first fixation. This sole loop is not required to be isostatic, since it is connected through the next limbs to other kinematic constraints. Rather, we only need to ensure that this loop is not hyperstatic, namely:
If no kinematic constraint were added through the rest of the orthosis, then the mobility of the first closed loop chain would be m 1 = nL 1 + nR 1 − 6. In this case, the hyperstaticity avoidance constraint for the second chain would write nL 2 ≥ 6−nR 2 −m 1 . Generalizing for the i th fixation, we have:
with
Note again that if only fixations 1 to i are placed, a positive mobility (uncontrolled movement) can be obtained for the i th body. However, according to Eq. 1, it is guaranteed that the overall system is isostatic; thus, it does not move. Following these last equations, we are able to calculate iteratively the different options for distributing the additional passive DOF at fixations over the structure. We can build a tree of all possible solutions for nL i . In order to choose among these possible set of solutions, we developed a set of rules considering the particularities generated by the fact that forces and moments are being applied to a human limb.
B. Choosing appropriate passive DOF for the fixations
We propose now a set of design rules more dedicated to fine human-robot interaction. We have in mind applications like arm robotic rehabilitation of an hemiparetic patient, where sensitivity and pain are exacerbated and where a fine control of small interaction forces is necessary. These rules are mainly governed by physiological reasons.
Rule 1. Instead of moments at the fixations points only pure forces should be transmitted.
Here, what we call the fixation point is the point P i where the wrench expressing the interaction between the robot and the human at the i th fixation will be expressed. Roughly representing the i th human limb by a straight line D i , P i is to be chosen belonging to D i , see rule 4. Transmitting moments at a fixation point is undesirable for two reasons. First, transmitting a torsion around D i would generate large deformations of the muscles thus involving a large fiber elongation. Also, applying directly this moment through a tight fixation is in fact a transmission by friction that can generate high tangential forces on the skin, and thus, pain. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , it is often possible to use a couple of forces applied to two segments in order to create a torque around a limb axis. In terms of local deformations of the skin and muscles, it is highly preferable. Note that the solution sketched in Fig. 4 is Fig. 4 . Illustration of rule 1 : Splitted forces instead of torques not possible at full extension, where the two segment axes are aligned, but, again, singularities are supposed to be avoided in this paper. Transmitting a moment around an axis perpendicular to D i is also to be avoided. As illustrated in Figure 5 , applying such 
Rule 2. Forces need to be transmitted perpendicularly to the limb axis.
Reciprocally, a passive degree of freedom should be added along D i . This is simply due to the fact that the human body structure is made of ball-joints and segments, and so that translations along D i directions are not among the possible movements to be assisted.
Rule 3.
Setting nL i = 6 should be avoided. The main reason is the will to copy human actuators distributed architecture and thus to split fixation points all along the human limb (see Figure 6 ). The goal is to favor collocation of the robot actuator and the human joint in order to ease, e.g. force control. The interaction quality level will be enhanced if we limit the stiffness loss due to important displacement of strain through soft tissues chains and control loss due to high number of actuated DOF leading to singularity. Fourth and last rule concerns the limitation of contact pressure by interfacing large surface instead of small contact points. Some considerations for the positioning along the limb segments of the fixations should also be added. In order to maximize the force transmission from robot to human, high stiffness areas with low sensitivity tissue (feebly innervated). Several studies have been done on localizing these specific human body areas. For example, on the arm, the wrist is a good place to fix a robot and limit discomfort( [9] ). Fixations should also be fitted with high density foam insertion or inflatable devices to provide adaptation capabilities to the varying section of the limbs during movement. Moreover, one should also maintain length large enough between two fixations, in order to allow the robot to generate torques along D i with limited forces (see Figure 4) .
III. APPLICATION TO THE ORTHOSIS ABLE

A. Presentation of the ABLE upper limb orthosis
ABLE (see Figure 7) is a 4 axis orthosis that has been designed by CEA-LIST on the basis of an innovative actuation technology ( [16] ). Its kinematics is composed of a shoulder Fig. 7 . ABLE 4 axis exoskeleton actuated by screw-and-cable actuators spherical arrangement made with 3 coincident axes and an elbow. The forearm, terminated by a handle, is not actuated. Its kinematics is sketched in Figure 8 . Most of the technological originality of ABLE comes from its actuation and transmission system, which is based on a patented Screw-and-Cable system (SCS) [3] . The hardware characteristics of ABLE make it an excellent platform for physical rehabilitation therapies. Its low joint stiffness and naturally compliant joints ensure the safety when using the robot for patients with physical disability. Unfortunately, first experiments shows us that without paying attention to the fixations by simply connecting arm and forearm middle areas to the orthosis thanks medical straps, which induces hyperstaticity, a clear natural movement alteration appears. This alteration is mainly due to a desynchronization phenomenon between the arm joints: the synergies seems to be perturbed even with an important measured transparency (low inertia and friction phenomenons) and felt by subjects. 
B. Application of our methodology
To avoid the problem partly due to the fixations in our evaluations, we apply the proposed approach to this particular structure. Firstly, rather than controlling the human arm through only one fixation point, rule 3 advise us to fix every human segment to a robot one, in order to distribute the forces along the arm. Thus we choose to study a two fixations system (See Fig 9) . The total number of passive degrees of freedom to be added is:
The hyperstaticity avoidance constraint is, for the first fixation: Figure  10 . Choosing 6 DOF on a fixation leads to the liberation of the segment, and so on a loss of control. Whatever, rule 3 advises us to have several fixations. Liberating 5 or 6 DOF at this fixation point leads to a limited control of the arm coordination and to an orthosis only connected and comanipulated by the forearm. This should have an effect on the force concentration leading to pain. Ideally for the fixation of an human limb, considering our design paradigm (the 4 rules enunciated before), we should choose nL i ≥ 4, in order to liberate the rotation to prevent moment appearance (according to rule 1) and the translation along the member axis (according to rule 2). We thus choose nL 1 = nL 2 = 4. Applying rule 4 leads us to put in place the fixation on specific surfaces with a reduce muscular mass between skin and bone allowing an important contact stiffness and a limited diameter variation during flexion-extension cycles. First fixation will be placed on the arm near the elbow joint and the other one on the forearm near the wrist joint. In order to limit the crushing, the fixations will be not placed too near of the limb joint, because skin sensitivity is increased near these areas [17] . Note that force control problem specificity is as follows:
• a 4 actuated DOF robotic system to control.
• an human arm with 7 or 9 actuated DOF (depending on the consideration of the scapula mobility), which is similar to an 4 actuated DOF system when observed through the passive joint fixations we add.
• a 6-axis force/torque (F/T) sensor at the two fixation point Pi. Adding a ball joint and a slide at the two fixation points P 1 and P 1 between force sensor and fixation area, lead to a reduction of the external force/torque matrix column that evolve from a (12 × 1) to a (4 × 1) dimension (only two forces can be generated at each connexion point) and so on to a virtual reduction of J T making the system force controllable and stable. We can thus write that
C. Fixations realization
To free four rotations at every fixation point, we firstly choose to add a ball joint with a hole on a linear guide. This first solution has quickly been improved. Due to the space and weight limitations (and to avoid interaction with the trunk) we transform the standard ball-joint into a simplified yet fully 1962 functional ball-joint mechanism eliminating the discomforting strapping. We also place a linear guide inside the ball-joint Fig. 11 . Fixation design mechanism to prevent angle discrepancies which may lead to force projection along the main limb segment axis. Using the same model, different opening sizes adapted to every subject physiology. In addition to different dimensions, an inflatable bag can be added inside the ball joint to allow a better adaptation to variant morphology. In this paper, we presented a methodology aimed at designing the fixations with specific kinematics for attaching an orthosis to a human limb. We suggested an iterative tool and a set of design rules allowing a simple resolution of the hyperstaticity problem when robots and human limbs are coupled through multiple connection points. The provided solution not only avoids hyperstaticity but also resolves the problem that arrises when faced with a large variation of human geometry. Force control models were also provided. The future work will be focused on deploying a multi-contact force control on the ABLE orthosis. The orthosis would be fitted with the F/T sensors with the chosen (mentioned) passive DOF fixations to experimentally evaluate the viability and stability of our design approach.
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